
OCEANOLOGY, English Translation, VOL. 34, NO. 1, AUGUST 1994Russian Edition: JANUARY { FEBRUARY 1994Deep convection in the eastern basin of theMediterranean SeaI. F. GertmanSevastopol' Department of the State Oceanographic InstituteI. M. OvchinnikovThe Southern Department of P. P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, Russian Academy ofSciences, GelendzhikYu. I. PopovOdessa Department of the State Oceanographic InstituteAbstract. In February 1990, R/V Yakov Gakkel' made detailed observations inthe Rhodos cyclonic gyre (RCG). A favorable combination of wintertime climaticand oceanographic conditions allowed the process of deep convection in \the violentmixing phase" to be observed and investigated for the �rst time. Free convectiondeveloped down to the 1000-m depth, while the penetrative convection was traceddown to 2000 m and deeper. These observations decisively resolve the problemof participation of the Levantine Basin surface waters in the partial production ofthe deep water mass of the eastern basin of the Mediterranean Sea, a possibilitycategorically rejected by the majority of oceanographers. Deep, vigorous wintertimeconvection in the RCG center destroys the geostrophic balance of forces, and resultsin the weakening of the RCG and in the breakdown of the cyclonic circulation intoseveral mesoscale vortices with varying direction of motion. The RCG weakenssubstantially for 2{3 spring months due to active convection, and recovers againonly during summer.Environmental problems of the Mediterranean Seaare in the mainstream of modern studies of this inlandbasin. Of special importance is the problem of verticalexchange of water masses, particularly the process ofdeep convection that develops actively in winter acrossextensive northern shelves and in the centers of cyclonicgyres located along the Mediterranean branch of the po-lar front. Under these conditions, the winter convectionventilates deep waters, removing many pollutants thattend to accumulate in this vast water mass.To date, the processes of deep convection have beenstudied su�ciently well in the north of the western basinof the Mediterranean Sea [MEDOC Group, 1970, andmany others]; they have been revealed also in the Adri-atic [Ovchinnikov et al., 1985; Zore-Armanda, 1974].However, up to the present, these processes remainedobscure in the Aegean Sea and in the eastern basin (theLevantine Sea). Sources of the deep water productionin the Aegean Sea [Gertman and Popov, 1989; Ovchin-nikov et al., 1990; Georgopoulos et al., 1988; Gertmanet al., 1990a] and in the Levantine Sea [Gertman et al.,Copyright 95 by the American Geophysical Union.0001{4370/95/3401{0004$18.00/1
1987; Ovchinnikov et al., 1990; Gertman et al., 1990b]were discovered and explored only in the late 1980s.This work is devoted to a detailed investigation of thecharacteristics of deep convection in the Levantine Sea,because the possibility of development of such a processhere surprised many oceanographers.Since Nielsen's time [Nielsen, 1912] and up to themid-1980s it was commonly believed that the wintercooling in the Levantine Sea is not su�cient for thedensi�cation and sinking of surface waters under thehigh-salinity intermediate layer, and hence the surfacewaters do not participate here in the deep water massformation. Accordingly, the opinion prevailed in the lit-erature that the deep waters of this basin are of advec-tive origin exclusively, and consist mainly of deep Adri-atic waters with an admixture of Cretan deep water.Detailed studies of the Mediterranean Sea circula-tion [Moskalenko and Ovchinnikov, 1991; Ovchinnikov,1966; Ovchinnikov et al., 1976] showed that in the Lev-antine Sea, amidst multiple cyclonic and anticyclonicvortices, the most conspicuous is a strong quasisteadygyre [Ovchinnikov et al., 1976] in the northwestern partof the sea, which we named the Rhodos gyre. In summerthis gyre is a�ected by relatively strong local monsoon-19
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Figure 1. Geostrophic circulation 0=500 dB in theRhodos survey area based on data of R/V YakovGakkel' Cruise 36, November 9{26, 1990.type (etesian) winds from the north, while in winter thegyre is a�ected by the polar air that invades throughthe Aegean Sea behind the cyclones that move alongthe Mediterranean branch of the polar front. Thereforethe wind-driven Rhodos Cyclonic Gyre (RCG) is welldeveloped in all seasons, with the surface water in itscenter always 1:5{2:0 �C colder than the ambient wa-ter [Ovchinnikov et al., 1976]. Besides the cooling inu-ence of the atmosphere, the lowered water temperaturein the gyre's center is accounted for by the intense up-welling of colder, deeper waters. Therefore the thermalwater strati�cation here is always weakened, whereasthe salinity, which decreases with depth, always tendsto destabilize the hydrological structure.Based on these premises, dedicated �eld studies of theLevantine Sea conducted in March 1977 and February1982 [Ovchinnikov, 1984] showed that the high salinityintermediate layer does not exist in the RCG center.Nonetheless, the winter convection here was still hin-dered by the weakened thermocline and developed onlyto the 150{200-m depth. Such a weakly developed con-vection in both cases could be explained by insu�cientcooling (14.72 and 14:94 �C respectively) and densi�-cation in the gyre's center. Therefore the local convec-tive processes developed here are of \the precondition-ing phase" type [MEDOC Group, 1970], being only one

of several sources of the Levantine Intermediate Wa-ters (LIW). These waters, which were newly formedin the gyre's center, descended along the pycnocline'sdome, acquiring the LIW signatures only at its periph-ery. Hence, the highly saline intermediate layer clearlycannot exist in the RCG center due to its dynamic pe-culiarities; therefore there are no obstacles here to thefully developed, deep wintertime convection, as previ-ously believed.Although the �rst attempts to �nd deep convectionfailed, calculations using the Ivanov [1981] model ofthe non-stationary thermohaline structure of the up-per layer, relative to the winter conditions in the Rho-dos gyre [Ovchinnikov and Plakhin, 1984], have shownthat stronger cooling of the surface waters (down to14 �C and lower) results in the deep convective mixingin the gyre's center extended to great depths, thus par-ticipating in the formation of Levantine Sea Deep Wa-ter. Having analyzed the RCG water structure, Anati[1984] pointed out the possibility of deep water produc-tion in its center. All these experimental and theoreti-cal premises indicating the possible penetration of deepconvection to great depths have been con�rmed by thethermohaline analysis of the deep waters of the east-ern Mediterranean Sea at the 1000-m and 2000-m levels[El-Gindy and El-Din, 1986]. Hence, there are vulnera-ble places in the Levantine Sea where winter convectionpenetrates to great depths and where surface watersparticipate in the formation of the deep water mass.In mid-March 1987 (R/V Yakov Gakkel'), after anintense polar-air outbreak, traces of convection werefound in the RCG center that were distinct in temper-ature and salinity distributions down to the 600{800 mdepth, and down to the 1000 m depth judging fromthe unstable density distribution [Gertman et al., 1987].However, some peculiarities of the water strati�cationsuggested that the deep convection in the RCG centerhad moved already to the concluding phase of \the sink-ing and spreading" of the newly formed waters. Thisprocess has been traced in deep layers even one monthlater. The same phase of deep convection was foundhere also by R/V Yakov Gakkel' in the winter of 1989.Better understanding of the deep convection pro-cesses in the Levantine Sea required location and studyof its second, main phase, \the violent mixing" of wa-ters of di�erent origin. For this purpose, an expeditionwas organized (R/V Yakov Gakkel' Cruise 36) in thewinter of 1990 to the Eastern Mediterranean, aimed atthe investigation of convective processes in the Aegeanand Adriatic seas [Ovchinnikov et al., 1990]. A winterconvection study in the Levantine Sea was conductedwithin a 180 � 180 nm area in the northwestern part,south of Rhodos, on February 9{26, 1990; 86 stationswere occupied to 2000-m depth, using a 20 nm stationspacing.The weather conditions during the Rhodos surveywere determined primarily by two types of synopticsituations. The �rst one was characterized by en-hanced pressure gradients over the Aegean Sea, re-



GERTMAN ET AL.: CONVECTION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA 21sulting in northerly winds up to 15{20 m/s and thecooling of the near-surface air down to 10{12 �C . Theheat loss in these conditions sometimes reached �20 to�30MJm�2 day�1 . The other synoptic situation wascharacterized by a weak-gradient pressure �eld domi-nated by westerly winds (6{15m=s) bringing relativelywarm air (13{16 �C). In these conditions, the heatloss of the sea was also negative, reaching though just�12MJm�2 day�1 . The mean daily heat loss in Febru-ary was �15MJm�2 day�1 .Before analyzing physical �elds let us consider the cir-culation characteristics in the survey area during the ob-servation period. The dynamic topography map 0/500db (Figure 1) clearly shows the Rhodos cyclonic gyre(RCG) with a divergent zone extending from SW toNE. With dimensions of 160 nm�170 nm the RCG wasnearly circular. However a ring current on the periph-ery of the gyre, meandered substantially. The externalmeanders were associated with anticyclonic eddies; cy-clonic mesoscale eddies appeared in the internal mean-ders; a stable anticyclonic eddy was traced in the RCGcenter. Many winter surveys show that the RCG cen-ter shifts insigni�cantly and its mean position could becharacterized as 35�000N; 28�300E.Maps of oceanographic properties (Figure 2) and ameridional section (Figure 3) show that their values inthe RCG center are highly anomalous. The tempera-ture, salinity, and oxygen values are at their maximumat the periphery of the survey area (16:36{17:69 �C ;39:13{39:27�=�� ; 5:50mL�1, respectively), decreasingto the minimumvalues (14:00{14:04 �C ; 38:81{38:83�=�� ;4:89{4:93mL�1, respectively) in the gyre's center. Thedistributions of temperature and salinity exhibited twoseparate local minima, while the oxygen distribution inthe gyre's center exhibited three local minima and onelocal maximum. These anomalies are peculiar becauseof the lowered salinity, that contributes to the densitydecrease which in its turn suppresses the developmentof winter convection. This peculiarity constitutes theprincipal feature by which the RCG di�ers from cy-clonic gyres in the north of the western Mediterranean[MEDOC Group, 1970] and in the south of the Adri-atic Sea [Ovchinnikov et al., 1985; Zore-Armanda, 1974]where the enhanced salinity in the centers of the gyrescontributes to a density increase, thus facilitating thedevelopment of convective processes to great depths.However the surface water cooling in the RCG centerin the winter of 1990 was so intense that the densityreached 29:16 kgm�3 (cf. 29:00 kgm�3 at the gyre'speriphery). The density distribution exhibited three lo-cal maxima and one local minimum where the densitywas as low as 29:02 kgm�3 . In general, the RCG wasmarked distinctly by the following isopleths: 15:0 �C ,39:00�=�� ; 5:5mL�1 and 29:0 kgm�3 . These surfacefeatures correlate well with the dynamic topographymap for the sea surface; therefore the surface featurescould be considered induced by the water dynamicsin this area. Based on this analysis of the water cir-culation and other characteristics of the surface layer,

it could be concluded that the RCG in the surface layeris a coherent feature.The main feature of the RCG hydrological structure(Figure 3) is the deep convection in its center (in thecoldest and densest, but less salty and less oxygenatedspot), at Station No. 158/53, 21.02.90, that extendedto the 1000-m depth. A similar convection, but to the500{700 m depth only, was observed along the diver-gence zone at two more stations on February 20 and25. The convective mixing at these three stations in theRCG center results in the formation of a deep depres-sion (down to 500{1000 m) in the pycnocline's dome,oriented SW-NE and reminiscent of a volcanic caldera.The repeated section of February 26{27 along this con-vective depression shows deep mixing developed no lessintensely, reaching again the 500{1250-mdepth at threestations. Hence, the deep convection in the RCG in lateFebruary of 1990 was quite long-lasting (7{10 days).Judging from two cold-air outbreaks in early March,these convective processes have been developed here forabout 10 more days.A section across the Rhodos gyre (Figure 3) clearlyshows another feature of the convective \break-through."In the upper 200 m layer, the water temperature, salin-ity and oxygen are characterized by the minimumvaluesrelative to the ambient surface waters. During furthersinking, the mixed surface water keeps its propertiesnearly constant; however this water appears as warmer,saltier, and more oxygenated relative to the ambientdeep waters. The constancy of the characteristics of themixed water and its higher density within the \break-through" are evidence that free convection in the RCGcenter penetrates to the 1000-m depth. This is con-�rmed by the anomalies in oceanographic propertieson maps for the 1000-m level. At the same time, theconcave isopleths of hydrographic parameters on thesection (Figure 3) and by their anomalies mapped atthe 2000-m level suggest that the penetrative convec-tion in the Rhodos gyre reaches the 2000-m depth. Thisdeep penetration of winter convection contributes cru-cially to the participation of local surface waters in theformation of the Levantine Sea Deep Water mass.The development of convection down to great depthsover a prolonged period (up to 10 days) destroys thegeostrophic balance of forces and therefore the circu-lation under the pycnocline becomes highly complex.Multi-aspect analysis of the dynamics under the pycn-ocline shows that the entire middle part of the Rhodosgyre (500 m and deeper) is involved in an anticyclonicrotation induced by the water sinking and is of purelythermohaline origin. At the same time, separate cy-clonic eddies form at the peaks of the pycnocline's domeremaining around the convective \break-through." Thewater uxes from the outer sides of these eddies arecombined into a weak and unstable (intensely mean-dering) ring current, which represents the remnantsof the active cyclonic surface circulation. Hence, thedeep winter convection destroys the under-pycnoclineRCG structure, and thus predetermines the complex
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mesoscale character of oceanographic �elds and dy-namic features, which tend to form an ordered systemwithin this gyre.With cessation in March of winter stormwinds, which

Figure 2. Distributions of temperature (a), salinity(b), and density (c) at the surface of the Rhodos surveyarea in February, 1990.supported the surface water cyclonic circulation, theRhodos gyre sharply weakens, being destroyed fromwithin by convection. The gyre recovers anew prob-ably only after 1{2 months when all remnants of theconvection disappear completely and the water struc-ture becomes stable. This is likely responsible forthe severely weakened RCG observed in the POEMprogram (March{April 1986) when some anticyclonicmovements at the 600 m level were recorded [Ozsoy etal., 1989].The winter convection in the Levantine Sea is selec-tively associated with the RCG center due to the de-creased heat content of the surface layer here, which iscolder and thinner than elsewhere in the sea. Addition-ally, the low temperature in the source of deep convec-tion persists due to the active upwelling of cold deep wa-ters surrounding the convective \break-through," andmarkedly a�ects its upper part (Figure 3). Besidesthese factors, the still slightly elevated salinity in thegyre's center continues to exert a destabilizing inuenceon the hydrographic structure, thus relaxing the needfor large heat loss required for deep mixing. There-fore the development of deep convection here in win-ter does not require very large sea-to-air heat losses, assuggested before. The required heat loss is provided byfrequent, active polar-air outbreaks. As shown by ob-servations, the mean daily heat losses in February or
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Figure 3. Distribution of potential temperature (a), salinity (b) and density (c) on the meridionalsection along 28�400E across the middle of the Rhodos cyclonic gyre, February 13{21, 1990.March, between �15:0 and �18:5MJm�2 day�1 aresu�cient for deep mixing in the RCG. These numbersare comparable with the heat losses during the develop-ment of deep convection elsewhere in the Mediterranean(�17MJm�2 day�1 ).Taking into account the special conditions for de-velopment of deep convection in the Levantine Sea, itwould be interesting to estimate roughly the intensityof this process in comparison with other energetic areasof the Mediterranean where the highly saline interme-diate layer hinders the convective mixing to the greatdepths [Ovchinnikov et al., 1985; Voorhis and Webb,1970]. According to our preliminary estimates [Ovchin-nikov et al., 1990], the sinking rate in the convective\break-through" could be as high as 2:8 cm=s. Howevera more correct approach to the evaluation of the orig-inal data, together with the calculations using varioustechniques, have shown the rate here to be as low as0:08{0:10 cm=s. Hence, despite signi�cant di�erencesin the water structures and convection-favorable condi-tions, the order of magnitude of vertical velocities in allenergetic areas of the Mediterranean is approximatelythe same.The focused studies by R/V Yakov Gakkel' in 1987{1990 in the Rhodos cyclonic gyre (RCG), where therewere many prerequisites for the development of deepconvection, yielded highly interesting results, which arevery important for the hydrographic regime of the East-ern Mediterranean, namely:1. For the �rst time in the Levantine Sea, deep con-vective mixing, which was associated with the RCGcenter, was found and explored. The free convectionhere developed from the sea surface down to the 1000-

m depth, while the penetrative convection is traced to1500{2000 m. These �ndings helped to solve �nally theproblem of participation of the Levantine Sea surfacewaters in the formation of the deep waters of this basin.2. The lowered salinity of the surface waters and thelack of highly saline intermediate layer in the RCG cen-ter result in the development of deep convection heredi�ering completely from analogous processes in thenorth of the western basin and the Adriatic Sea. Inthe RCG, the vigorous upwelling of cold deep water(not the high salinity intermediate layer) contributesto the intensi�cation of the convective process inducedby surface water cooling due to its interaction with theatmosphere. The positive contribution of the low tem-perature of this water mass to the densi�cation of themixed waters overrides the negative contribution of itslow salinity. The severe cooling of the less saline surfacewater in the RCG center and the intense upwelling ofcold deep waters in this gyre, well developed in winter,likely are interrelated in an optimum way that helps tosupport the deep convection for a comparatively longtime.3. However, despite its peculiarities, the deep con-vection development in the RCG could be convenientlydivided into three phases, as suggested by the MEDOCGroup [1970]:a) \The preconditioning phase" of winter convection,which develops due to the inuence of the polar air out-breaks, and reaches the 150{200-m depth to form theLevantine Intermediate Water (LIW).b) \The violent mixing phase," which is the main linkin the process of deep convective mixing, develops dueto the interaction of the convection from above and the



24 GERTMAN ET AL.: CONVECTION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEAactive upwelling of cold deep waters from below, whenthe RCG is getting signi�cantly stronger. This resultsin the appearance of a convective \break-through" inthe pycnocline dome to 1000 m, which is maintained bythe dynamic upwelling of deep waters for 7{10 days ormore.c) \The sinking and spreading phase" of convectivelymixed waters is being characterized initially by the pen-etrative convection to the 1500{2000-m depth. Later,spreading vertically and laterally, these waters beginto come into active contact with the deep water massof advective origin and participate in the formation ofthe Levantine-type deep waters. This process of furthersinking and spreading of mixed waters lasts a month oreven more after the completion of the violent mixingphase.4. The intense, prolonged (up to 10 days) mixingin the RCG center penetrates through the pycnocline'sdome to the great depths and destroys the geostrophicbalance in this gyre. As a result, the general cycloniccirculation here (chiey under the main pycnocline)breaks down into several counter-rotating mesoscale ed-dies:a) The anticyclonic eddies, which, as a rule, are asso-ciated with the extensive convective depression in themiddle of the RCG, could be combined into a uni�edanticyclonic circulation of thermohaline origin. Thismovement, which encompasses the part of the cyclonicgyre under the pycnocline, reduces its stability and,with the termination of the strong wintertime winds,could result in a sharp weakening and even the com-plete destruction of the RCG.b) The cyclonic eddies form above separate peaksof the deformed pycnocline's dome, reminiscent of avolcanic caldera, when the convection is actively de-veloped. This relationship explains the circular ar-rangement of the eddies around the crater-like \break-through" in the middle of the gyre. On the outer sidesof the cyclonic eddies, there are weak remnants of acircular cyclonic current which meanders intensively.c) In the outer meanders of the ring current, activeanticyclonic eddies form and surround the weakenedRCG. The most conspicuous is the very active anticy-clonic eddy Kufonisi, south of the Strait of Kassos, andthe active anticyclonic gyre south of the RCG, namedMersa-Matruch by Egyptian oceanographers.Such a complex, but well organized dynamic systemof the Rhodos gyre emerges from the data collected bythree expeditions that found deep convection here inthe winters of 1987, 1989, and 1990.5. In those cases, when the convective depressionbecomes a deep valley oriented SW-NE, the RCG isdivided into two nearly independent parts by the con-vergent zone, which replaces the initial divergence zonewhere the convective processes began. The northwest-ern part of the RCG, located near Karpathos and Rho-dos, develops much more strongly; it is likely that thispart serves as a base for the RCG recovery when thedeep wintertime convection ceases.
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